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Chapter 3081 
Although many people know that although the holy tortoise is not cruel, it is 

not easy to tame it! 

However, some people couldn’t bear it anymore and jumped down with a 

plop! 

The water in the ink sea is extremely dark, jumping into the ink sea is like 

jumping into the ink. 

This monk did not touch the sea water, but jumped onto the back of the Holy 

Turtle! 

However, the holy tortoise did not immediately attack people like other 

monsters! 

Instead, he carried the monk on his back and began to swim in the sea of ink! 

The holy tortoise was very excited, there were lines like a checkerboard on the 

tortoise shell, and it was emitting a faint light! 

Accompanied by the rapid swimming and swaying of the holy tortoise, the 

monk seemed to be in a strong wind and waves, his body was shaking! 

Seeing this, the monk took out a long sword and stabbed fiercely at the 

tortoise shell! 



He wanted to fix the long sword on the tortoise shell, and he could hold the 

long sword and stabilize his body! 

Seeing that the monk was about to stab the tortoise shell with a long sword, 

someone on the spirit boat immediately shouted, “Stop, don’t use force on the 

holy tortoise, or it will be dangerous…” But it was too late, and I saw 

that A monk pierced into the tortoise shell with one sword! 

The strength of this cultivator at the seventh rank of the Fusion Realm, with 

this sword stabbing down, might have the strength of tens of thousands of 

catties! 

The holy tortoise let out a deafening roar, and the light on the tortoise’s shell 

burst out instantly, just like the sun suddenly burst out in front of everyone’s 

eyes. 

The dazzling light made everyone close their eyes! 

When the light dissipated, everyone saw that the monk on the tortoise shell 

had already broken the long sword in two, and he himself was thrown high by 

a force, and immediately after the breath of the holy tortoise , A few water jets 

were sprayed out! 

The black jet of water hit the cultivator’s body like a sharp sword, causing 

blood to splatter on the cultivator’s body in an instant! 

Seeing this, the man in the gossip robe on the spirit boat hurriedly threw a 

rope and pulled the monk back into the spirit boat! 

Everyone gathered around and looked at the cultivator who was shot with 

several wounds by the water jet! 

I saw that the area around the monk’s wound had already turned black, 

accompanied by bursts of stench, which was obviously caused by the infection 

of the wound! 



The man in the gossip robe stepped forward and took a look, then shook his 

head and said, “It’s over, it’s hopeless…” “Although 

these holy beasts don’t take the initiative to hurt people and are not cruel, it 

doesn’t mean they have no temper. You can tame them without force.” 

“But if you use force, this is the end, the sea water in the ink sea is extremely 

poisonous, and it will be difficult to heal any wounds.” “If you dare to use your 

ability to kill 

these If the holy tortoise says, we will all be in danger, and in this sea of ink, 

these holy beasts are the masters.” 

Everyone fell silent after listening to the man’s words! 

To tame the holy tortoise, you can’t use force, so it will be much more difficult! 

“Hmph, these guys are really ignorant. If they can use force, wouldn’t everyone 

of those experts be able to get a holy beast as a mount?” “These holy beasts 

recognize their masters, but they are very metaphysical 

. It must be recognized by these holy beasts in terms of ideology.” 

Zhou Tai looked at the monk who died tragically, and said with a cold snort! 

To others, the death of a monk is nothing more than a trivial matter! 

After all, in this world of heaven and man, there are battles every day, and 

monks die every day! 

If they were not on the spirit ship at this time, many people would probably 

have fought over some trivial matters! 

But this is on the spirit boat. If there is a fight, the spirit boat can’t bear it, and 

everyone will suffer! 
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Therefore, fighting is not allowed on this spirit ship, and no one dares to risk 

their lives to fight with others! 

After knowing this, several monks couldn’t resist jumping off the spirit ship, 

wanting to subdue a holy tortoise as a mount! 

These monks jumped on the shell of the holy tortoise, and the holy tortoise 

just let out a cry, and then carried the monks back and forth in the sea of ink! 

The huge wind, waves and turbulence caused many monks to fall into the sea 

of ink! 

The monks who fell into the water jumped back onto the spirit boat one after 

another, but everyone’s face was very ugly, it can be seen that there is indeed 

some kind of toxin in the water of the ink sea! 

Seeing that although these people fell into the water, they did not suffer much 

harm, so many people were relieved! 

If a holy beast can be tamed, that would be an extremely glorious thing! 

Many monks jumped off the spirit ship one after another, which made the 

dozens of holy turtles have a monk on them! 

The holy tortoise carried the monks, jumping and swimming constantly, 

causing the spirit ship to stop. 

Seeing this scene, the man in the gossip robe let out a long breath! 

Because this spirit ship is engulfed by the holy tortoise again, and I don’t know 

where it will return to. If it loses its way on this ink sea, it will be fatal! 



But soon, these monks also returned to the spirit ship in a panic. No one was 

able to tame the Holy Turtle successfully! 

“Brother, can you tame this holy tortoise?” 

Gao Qilan looked at David, blinked and asked! 

In front of Zhou Tai, Gao Qilan called David’s brother, but it was just this 

brother, which almost didn’t make David’s heart melt. 

Although Gao Qilan is as cold as ice when facing others, coupled with the icy 

aura on her body, others dare not approach easily! 

But in front of David, Gao Qilan turned into a little woman! 

Since she chose to follow David, she must try her best to please David! 

“I don’t know…” 

David shook his head! 

David didn’t know if he could tame the holy tortoise, after all, he had never 

tried it! 

Although he also has the aura of the orc on his body, this holy tortoise is 

different from those monsters. David doesn’t know whether the aura of the 

orc on his body has any effect on this holy tortoise! 

“A bunch of trash, I’ll do it…” 

Accompanied by a cold shout, the Demon Mountain Ghost stepped forward 

wearing a black cloak! 

Seeing the devil mountain old man, many people gave way one after another, 

and Zhou Tai’s face became very ugly when he saw this old man! 



After all, he was the one who slapped two of his guards and a servant to death 

at the pier! 

Looking at Zhou Tai’s expression, David asked in puzzlement, “Are you still 

afraid of this old man? I don’t think you dared to speak out when he killed 

your people on the pier? 

” Unhappy, he snorted coldly and said, “Hmph, how could I be afraid of him? 

Our Zhou family is here, so there is no one to be afraid of. 

” When the boat returns to shore, I will take this old guy’s life.” 

Zhou Tai didn’t want to show fear in front of Gao Qilan! 

As soon as Zhou Tai finished speaking, the Demon Mountain Ghost Elder 

seemed to have heard it, and suddenly turned his head to look at Zhou Tai! 

When the demon mountain ghost elder’s terrifying eyes looked at Zhou Tai, 

Zhou Tai’s whole body trembled, and cold sweat instantly flowed from his 

forehead! 

But the Demon Mountain Ghost Elder didn’t say anything, but jumped up and 

jumped off the spirit boat! 

Seeing the Devil Mountain ghost jump off the spirit boat, Zhou Tai wiped off a 

cold sweat! 

“What is the identity of this old man that makes you break out in a cold 

sweat?” 

David looked at Zhou Tai with a smile and asked! 

Zhou Tai stopped bragging, but said, “This old guy is the old ghost of the 

Devil Mountain. The dragon can’t see the end, and his methods are very cruel. 

I heard that this guy eats the heart of a child. It’s terrible…” 
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“Eating a child’s heart, could it be that this old guy was transformed by a 

monster, or a demon cultivator?” 

Gao Qilan asked in surprise when he heard this! 

After all, this kind of thing of eating a child’s heart is too appalling. If it is a 

human monk, no one will do it! 

Zhou Tai shook his head, “I don’t know, no one knows if this guy is a demon 

or not. His aura is very weird…” “ 

Strange?” David was also taken aback! 

He didn’t understand, what’s so weird about this breath! 

“The aura of this devil mountain ghost is almost ever-changing. If you feel his 

aura today, if you change it tomorrow, then he The whole atmosphere has 

changed.” 

Zhou Tai explained! 

After David heard this, he couldn’t help frowning. Is there still such a situation? 

You must know that the aura of a person has its own characteristics. When 

you meet someone you are familiar with, even if the other person covers your 

face with a scarf, if you don’t deliberately hide or change the aura, you can 

know who the other person is just by checking the aura. 

But if the other party can change the breath, then there is no way to use the 

method of detecting the breath to determine the identity of the other party! 

Could it be that this guy, like himself, has the aura of three races in his body? 



Just when David was thinking, the Demon Mountain Ghost had already 

jumped up and landed steadily on top of a holy tortoise! 

“Little darling, let me have a good tour with you…” 

Moshan Guilao sat cross-legged on the holy tortoise, looking relaxed. 

And that holy tortoise let out a low growl, and quickly began to sprint and 

jump, trying to shake you, the devil mountain ghost, off his tortoise shell! 

But the devil mountain ghost sat firmly on the tortoise shell, as if stuck to it, 

motionless! 

Just like that, the Holy Turtle tossed and tossed for half an hour, and in the 

end the speed became slower and slower, but he still couldn’t shake the Devil 

Mountain Ghost off his back! 

Although exhausted, the holy tortoise didn’t give in at all, and struggled hard 

to roll its body. 

At this time, the Demon Mountain Elder Ghost emitted a faint white light from 

his body. This white light was very soft, just like the rising sun, warmly shining 

on people, and it was as comfortable as it was! 

Feeling the white light from the Devil Mountain Ghost Elder, everyone was 

very surprised. After all, the Devil Mountain Ghost Elder looks very ferocious, 

how could he emit such a holy light, and the breath is also very soft! 

When David saw this, he was also extremely surprised, the aura on the Demon 

Mountain Elder’s body changed so fast! 

Under the wrapping of this light, the holy tortoise became quieter and no 

longer struggled desperately! 

In the end, the holy tortoise let out a roar, and then raised its head high, which 

was a complete surrender on the surface! “Damn it , 



this old guy really subdued the holy tortoise.” 

“Who is this? The holy light just now is really comfortable. 

“ 

They really surrendered the holy tortoise, and everyone was amazed. 

However, there are also many people who know the old ghost of the Devil 

Mountain, and they all look surprised. After all, the old ghost of the Devil 

Mountain has a very bad reputation. Accident! 

“Moshan Guilao really lives up to his reputation. His aura is ever-changing. If 

you can change your appearance at will, no one will know you.” At 

this time, a man in his thirties with deep eyes came from the most luxurious 

cabin on the top floor. Jumped down, and then said! 

Seeing the person coming, many people stepped aside in an instant, and each 

of them was very respectful. 

Zhou Tai’s complexion also changed when he saw the person coming, and his 

expression became tense! 

“Do you know this man?” Seeing Zhou Tai and everyone’s expressions, David 

guessed that this man’s identity must be unusual! 

“Yes, this person’s name is Ye Fengqing, and he is a sub-master of the Sealed 

Demon League. He is mainly responsible for eliminating the demon cultivators 

that have appeared in this area.” 

Zhou Tai said in a low voice! 
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“Fengmomeng?” 

David and Gao Qilan frowned upon hearing the words Fengmomeng! 

After all, David killed several members of the Five Elements Tiansha from the 

Fengmomeng, and now maybe all the people from the Fengmomeng are 

chasing him! 

Now a sub-master of the Sealed Demon League suddenly appeared, which is a 

bit difficult to deal with! 

“What? Haven’t you heard of the Sealed Demon League?” 

Seeing the expressions on David and the others, Zhou Tai thought they didn’t 

know what the Sealed Demon League was! 

“I’ve heard that it’s just a sub-master of this magic alliance. Why do you look 

afraid of him? It seems that you are also afraid of him?” 

David asked Zhou Tai! 

This time, Zhou Tai didn’t brag, but nodded and said, “I’m also afraid of him. 

The power of this Demon League spreads all over the Celestial Realm. Even a 

sub-master of the Demon League, in our area, that’s too much. I don’t dare to 

provoke the existence of walking sideways!” 

“Others don’t dare to provoke, you know why the dock spirit ship business is 

so booming, But no one is vying for it, and no one even dares to board the 

ship by force, so do you have to buy a ticket?” 

Zhou Tai said mysteriously! 

“Why?” David asked! 

“Because behind the spirit ship at the pier is the backing of the Fengmomeng. 

With the backing of the Fengmomeng, who would dare to snatch the 



business, who would dare not buy the boat ticket!” “I advise you to stay away 

from 

Ye Feng as well.” , this guy is young, powerful, and ruthless!” 

When Zhou Tai was talking about Ye Fengqing, his expression was obviously 

very nervous, for fear that Ye Fengqing would hear it! 

David fell into deep thought. From this point of view, Ye Fengqing’s strength 

definitely surpassed that of the Composite Body Realm. If it was the first or 

second rank of Transcendence Tribulation Realm, David still has the ability to 

deal with it now, and he can run if he can’t beat it! 

But if he was in Gao, it would be difficult for David to deal with it, not to 

mention Gao Qilan and Ji Yun were by his side, he couldn’t leave them alone! 

While David was thinking, Ye Fengqing had already arrived at the bow of the 

boat, looking at the devil mountain ghost riding on the holy tortoise, with 

some envy in his eyes! 

“So it’s Master Ye, don’t you want to tame one for fun?” 

Mo Shangui greeted Ye Fengqing with a smile, the two seemed to know each 

other very well! 

“Of course, I want to tame a holy tortoise bigger than you.” 

Ye Feng glanced at it, then jumped up and went towards the biggest holy 

tortoise! 

You must know that the bigger the holy tortoise, the greater its strength, and 

the greater its strength, the harder it is to tame! 

Now Ye Fengqing is heading towards the largest holy tortoise, obviously 

wanting to surpass that demon mountain ghost! 



“Hahaha, Ye Duozhu is really young and energetic, and he will tame the 

biggest holy tortoise as soon as he makes a move!” 

The devil mountain ghost laughed loudly! 

Others also looked at Ye Fengqing, “The sub-master of the Demon League, I 

don’t know if he can tame this holy tortoise.” “ 

I think it’s easy. After all, he was not an ordinary person who was able to be 

the sub-master of the Demon League.” “ 

I Maybe, the biggest holy tortoise is very difficult to tame.” 

Everyone was discussing, some people were optimistic about Ye Fengqing, 

some were not, and some even started to sit in the bank and directly started 

gambling! 

“Mr. Chen, do you think this guy can succeed?” 

Ji Yun approached David and asked in a low voice! 

David took a look, then shook his head and said, “It’s hard…” 

Just as David finished speaking, Ye Fengqing was suddenly thrown into the air 

by the Holy Turtle! 

Seeing Ye Fengqing being thrown into the air, several people in gossip robes 

on the spirit boat immediately panicked! 

“The helmsman…” 

Several people suddenly jumped up and went straight to Ye Fengqing! 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh… 

The Holy Turtle suddenly sprayed out several jets of water from its breath! 



In just an instant, these jets of water killed three people in gossip robes in the 

sea of ink! 

Several other people in gossip robes covered Ye Fengqing and returned to the 

spirit boat! 
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“This bastard, looking for death…” 

Ye Fengqing frowned, his face extremely gloomy! 

He stretched out his hand and was about to swing a palm, and cut the holy 

turtle into the sea of ink! 

“Master, calm down…” 

A person wearing a gossip robe stopped Ye Fengqing, “If you do something, if 

so many holy tortoises attack our spirit ship together, none of us will be able 

to escape, and we will all fall into the sea of ink.” It’s in the middle.” 

Hearing this, Ye Fengqing slowly withdrew his outstretched hand! 

“Lord Ye Ruo, you choose the biggest holy tortoise, of course it is difficult to 

tame it, if it is an ordinary holy tortoise, you can definitely tame it.” “If you 

want, I can give you this holy tortoise I tamed.” 

Devil Mountain Ghost also jumped on the spirit ship and said! 

“No need…” Ye Fengqing waved his hand! 

In front of everyone, how could he want something from Moshan Guilao, but 

Ye Fengqing was very comfortable with Moshan Guilao’s words! 



“Everyone, is there anyone else to try? We can go down a few more people 

and lure those holy tortoises away, so that we can cast spells and turn the 

spirit ship.” 

A person wearing a gossip robe asked! 

These holy tortoises are engulfing the spirit ship, no matter how they cast 

spells, they can’t control the spirit ship, so they let everyone tame the holy 

tortoise! 

A few more monks jumped off the spirit ship, planning to try and see if they 

could tame a Holy Turtle! 

But all failed, but these people did not use force, so they were not injured! 

Repeated failures have made many people lose confidence, and they don’t 

want to tame the Holy Turtle anymore! 

“Junior sister, let me try…” 

said the man in light blue clothes! 

“Brother, it’s too dangerous, you better not go, if you accidentally expose your 

breath, it will be troublesome.” 

The girl said gently grabbing the man’s sleeve! 

“Don’t worry, nothing will happen. If I can tame a holy tortoise, then we don’t 

have to worry about it on the spirit ship. We can ride the holy tortoise and find 

the fairy grass to heal you.” The man comforted the girl softly 

! 

Now the people from the Fengmomeng appeared, which made the man very 

worried. After all, everyone knew that the Fengmomeng was arresting Moxiu 

everywhere. 



After finishing speaking, the man jumped up! 

At the same time, David jumped out of the spirit boat and headed straight for 

the biggest holy turtle! 

David and the man jumped up almost at the same time, and landed on the 

holy tortoise’s shell at the same time! 

When everyone saw someone jumping off the spirit boat again, they couldn’t 

help but wait and see curiously! 

“Who is that guy? How dare he jump directly on the back of the biggest holy 

tortoise?” 

“Fifth-grade monk in the fit state, is this going to tame the biggest holy 

tortoise? 

” There is no way to tame it, maybe this little monk will try?” 

Many people’s attention was on David! 

Even Ye Fengqing was staring at David! 

But Ye Fengqing’s expression didn’t change, as if he didn’t know David! 

Seeing Ye Fengqing’s expression, Ji Yun and Gao Qilan also breathed a sigh of 

relief. It seems that Ye Fengqing didn’t know what happened in the extreme 

north! 

David and the man stood on the tortoise shell and looked at each other! 

Although there is only one glance, it contains a lot of information! 

David could see that the other party also detected him, and he also had the 

aura of the demon clan! 



“Brother, I didn’t expect such a fate to jump down together. I don’t know the 

name of the brother?” 

David asked! 

“Jin Dong, where’s your Excellency?” 

the man asked! 

“My name is David, let’s compete to see who can tame a holy tortoise first!” 

David said with a slight smile! 

Jin Dong saw that David was not malicious and looked very kind, so he 

nodded, “Okay, then let’s compare…” After that 

, Jin Dong’s figure sank, and he stood firmly on the ground of the Holy Turtle. 

On the tortoise shell, the holy tortoise roared and began to swim quickly! 

 


